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I! ' ABSTI_CT

A general method _or _h_acterimins structur_ adhesives _n the

+t
bonded lap she_r mode £s proposed. Two approaches In the form of semi-eNplrlmzl

end theorQt£caZ approaches are used. The eem,'l,-emp:f,,r:l.calapproach

" includes Ludw£k's and Zhurkov's equations to describe _@spactiv@Zy, the '+

_, fe£1ure stresses in the constant strain rate end constant stress loading

modes with the inclusion of _he temperature effects. The theoretie_l
o,

approach is used to describe adhesive shear stress-strain behavior with

,-- the use of viscoelastic or nonlinear elastic constitutive equations.
!

Two different model adhesives are used in the stnele lap shear mode with

"_'+' tit_zi_ adh_and6. These adhesive (sue of which wa_ developed at NASA

Langley Research Center) are currently considered by NASA for possible

! aerospace applications. Use of d£fferent model adhesives helps in

assessment of the generality of the _tl_d.
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_ NOM_qCLATU_

T A,_,c _rlal _ons_an__or_11 mod_,
A',B'.C' _aCerlal con_At_nt_

IT A",B",C" _terial constants _or Kelvln mode_

¥(T) function o_ te_eratu_e

_ G shear elastic modulus

i'_' H(C) unit step function ,,,
!

K,n material constants

_" E universal 8as constant

t time constant '

_ t r _ptue time

T absolute temperature i_

U° constant activation enerKy

7,7 one dimensional shear strain and shear strain rate

E V
ci._,¢i_ elastic and viscoelastic strains

e elastic limlt stress

coefficient of _scosit7 in shear

T,_ one dimensional shear stress and shear stress rate

.rul t ultimate shear s_ass

T° le_l of constant stress

:',_",_' material constants

•(C) time dependent shear stress

elasClc limit shear strain

X time dependent material property

7o level of initial (instantaneous)strain in a creep test

V

J
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I_ODU_ON

_n the ab_nce o£ _Htrophlc crack propagaClou,, the failure of

lap Jolnt_ may occur In on_ of _he followlng mode_|

i. l_upcuro o_ the adhen_ve layer, when the u].tlma_e strc_a i_ rc_h_d;

2. Creep r_pture of the adhesive l_yer when a high level of con_C_nt

load is u.ed_

3. Failure of the adherouds.

Failure in the tht, rd mode will be unlikely when _etal adherends such as steel

or titanium are used. I_ is necessary, however, to consider the Eirst two

modes o£ failure for the design of adhesively bonded Joints.

For design purposes, one often needs only the elastic properties (namely

¥oung's modulus and elastic limit stress) and failure stresses as a function

o£ rate, time and temperature. If such is the case, then a satisfactory

characterization can be obtained _rith the use of a semi-empirical approach

to describe the Eailure stresses as a function o£ rate and temperature for

constant strain rate loadin 8 and as a function o£ time and temperature for

constant load conditions. This approach assumes that the viscoelastic

effects are neglig±ble in the initial portion o£ the stress-stz An curve,

so that an initial elastic strain rate can be defined. Previous work on a

variety of polymeric materials and adhesives proved this assumption to be

a valid one [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

IE information on the magnitude of strains (passed the elastic limit) is

also required, then one needs to use a theoretical approach with the application

o£ a mechanical model to characterize the material. =nformation on failure

s_resses can be extracted from such an approach if perfectly plastic flow

As present (i.e. if the constant strain rate stress-straln curve has an

asymptote), However, one still needs to use semi-empirical methods associated

1983009441 -TSA 10



wich Chamodal, Co obca_u ch_ cr_p rupture morasses. Furthermore, the uae of

nemi-empiric_l method i_ ae_e_n_ry to obtain rupcur_ _rennn for countant

ncraln rat_ ooudl_lou, when p_c£_CCl¥ planCla flow in not present.

It _hould a1_o b_ noCod _hat for nom_ llnvar ehermoplaNtlcadho_lwH

C' : effeeC_ of r_e on _h_ fail_r_ _Cro_nos may be negligible eaouKh _o

pemie tb_ u.e of a nonlinear elastic ro3_C&on _o ehnraeCar£zm eh_ _ormtQnC

_cr_tn race stress-stra_nbehavior.

The semi-empirical relation proposed Co dQucrtbe rupture _cresses

at rcom and elevated temperatures are Ludw_k's equation [6] for the constant

strain rata condition and Zhurkov_s [7] and Croohet's [8] equations for the

creep condition. ZC should be noted chat the original form of Luduik's and

Crochec's equations do noc include thermal effects. This report proposes

an empirical modification of Ludwik's equation and an empirical extension
"i

of Crasher's equation co describe the effects of temperature.

Data on the room _emperaCure constant strain race and room and d_evated

temperature creep behav£or of rye different structural adhesives in the I

bonded form is p_esented. The model adhesives are cur:early being considered

by NASA for possible aerospace applications. They are:

I. Thermoplastic Polylmldesulfone,and

2. FM 73.

1. Thermoplastic Polyimidesulfone £s a novel adhesive developed at NASA

Langley Research Center. It has thermoplastic properties an_ solvent

resistance. It is processable in _he 482 - 662°F (250 - 350°C) range

and has high temperature resistance [9].

2. _M 73 is a modified epoxy adhesive film with carrier cloth. It is

manufactured by the American Cyanamid Company. Its product infomcion
?

brochure reports service temperature range of -67°F to 248°F (-55eC to 120°C)

wlch high molsCure reslscance [tO'].

1983009441 -TSA 11



- The applleabili_yof propo_d _a_=empi_i_al aqua_ion_ descrlbln_

the ra_ d_pend_n_ f_lur_ _Cra_se_ in _onscan_ _rain _a_a _andi_u and
q

Cim_ and _ampera_ure d_pende_ _upture ._a_. lU creep _ottdl_lon_ t

are aan_nnad wi_h Ch_ u_ of _p_rlu_uca_ d_a. The aou.tau_ n_raln ra_

.Cres_-_train data for the _ 73 and Tho_moplanC_c Poly_m_demd,_ouc adh_._ve_

,_ are fitted with (_tuoar viacoalant_c) modified B£nSl_m godo_ [1]_ and a

nonlinear-eIaeCie (po_r function) relation r_,p_me_veIy.

Th_ _mount of data available at Chi_ _taSo of the _nvest_Sation doe_

not permit any conclusive assessment of the proposed characterization _ethod.

" The authors hope. hoveve_, that as more adhesives are tested, a practical

_-, method will e_rse Co enable material characterization of structural

adhesives in the bonded form.

_ ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

_. Semi-E_piricalApproach

The _emi-emp_.ricalapproach considers failure behavior in constant

scraln rate and constant stress modes wleh the inclusion of thermal

effects.

a) Rate Dependent _a£1ure Stress_

_n order to express the rate de_enden_e of the rupture sC_essee in

constant strain rate tests, a semi-empirical equation proposed by Ludwik '_

(as reported by Thork£1deen [6]) will be used in the form

o t

Talc = " t + x" Los (_--), (i) ,ii
7 * !

o 1
where Tul t is the ultimate shear stress, 7 is the initial elastSe shear

0

strain rate and _', _" and y_ are material constants. This equation was used

successfully for metals and polymers in many previous investiga_icns, some

o_ _hich included structural adhesives in the bulk tensile, shear and bonded

88300844 -TSA 2



4 !l

lap _hea_ modes [I, 2, 3, 5|, Ie should be noted chac Rq_ion (_) aau

also b_ u_d for de_eribiug _he rate dap_ndmm_ of the ela_eic l_nit etreeees

[2, a],

Any emp_co], mod_flca_1on o£ gqu_on (i) _o _oco_t for _h_rm_l

_f_o_C, would _qu_e_ a_mr/monCal _uB_cn_on, Par _x_lo, _xnmtn_ou

o[ _ha gonsile _reugCh w, _a£n rate data [or _oppe_ a_ various

_emporaCu_o_ (73°_ __T ¢_ 1832°_, _-3°C <_ T <_ IO00"C) [%_.] £ndlcat_s a uea. ,,,

parallel shift in the scraiu race we. oCrons_h relation pa_Cicularly iu the

392°F (200_C) to 1472"U (800'0) fasten, Such a parallel shigC in gqu_C£on

(1) could be expressed _s

@

_ul_ " {F('r)_[_' + ._"_,os (:J-.)] (2)

where F(T) would be any appropriate _uncCion og temperature.

b. Temperature Dependent Creep-Rupture Equationz ]
!

The semi-e_pirical equation !

'iwhere

t r - rupture t_ne t

t o = a constant normally about 10-12 (stated to be the period of natural '!
oscillation)

U = a constant activaCion energy (associated as an energy-barrier term)o

- a constant

o " applied uniax%a% stress

R _ universal 8as constan_

T _ absolute temperature

represents the modi_ted (by Slo_imskii [12]) germ of Zhurkov's creep rupture

equation.

1983009441-TSA13



was proposed by Crasher Co doBariba dolayadt_ailuras, l:n I_quaCioa(4), o(C) ,.

is eha eL dependent maximum 8Crass, A', B' and C' are material aonsca,,.cs

and X £s a t4mo dependent material property given by

x- [(Jr}"'_.I_t'"'Ji_ "_ 1_ (_)

I 'wh_re c j and ¢1_ refer to v£saoelastie and elastic strains, resp¢ctLwJy.

Equation (4) can be interpreted for the pure shear condition. U'.,._

viscoelastic model is necessary, however, in order Co obCa_, Ci,e material
i

property X. For practical purposes, simple linear viscoelastic models,

_Lx_ell f_uid or Kelvin solic_ can be used Co facilitate the solucioa to

Equatlon (5). The use of Maxwell Model results xn :i

C¢

,(t)-A+_ ,xp{---_t], (6) 1
d

and the use of Kelv_.n model results _a j

,_(t)- A" + :a"_ [c"e _ ] (7)

where:

T(t) - time dependent maximum shear (rupture) stress

- level of constant stress,
0

m coefficient.elviscosity in shear

G - modulus of elasticity in shear

oat_tN_t,p_g I_1
OFPOORQUALII_

"198300944"I-TSA'I4



. _ ,_--_ _-_y_.F---.w, - _ : ,_ ,. _"_'_, : _:_;_:_:_::_ _"_

i
6 t

i J

1 Apparently Rqu¢Ciou (7) de_eribe_ a ,mah fa_tor approach in _im_ of the !

rupture stra_,es to their asympeotic values. /i

1 The a,ympCo_ic wlue_ A and (A" + B") of equae_an_ (5) and (7) respectively ti
are importane design parameters, as they repro.e.* the maximumsafe stre_

_ values below whLch creep failures are nee exported to occur. One can

i express & and/or (A" _ B") values ae a funeC_.on o_ the applied temperature co

represent experimental dat_ itt an e_ir£cal fashion. : :

II. Theoretical Approach:

; _n order to predict the stress-strain behavior of the adhesive and to

extract failure inform_tion for constant strain race and constant stress modes,

one needs Co deCemine the viscoelastic model which will describe the material
:/

adequately. If the rate effects on the material are determined to be

negligible, then the use of a nonlinear elastic relation may also be adequate.

•Brinson et el. [1] used the modified Bingham model (shown in Figure 2),

which was modi£ied f-om of the Schwedoff model [l&], for characterizing the tensile

behavior of Meclbond adhesive. The modelled Bingham model was later

used by Sancaktar [3] for characterizing the shear behavior o£ the same

adhesive. For that work, the _odified Bingham model was applied in the form,

° o (8)
_-_._e 0 < _ < _ult

where x and _ are shear stress and strain respectively, and 0 is the elastic

" limit shear stress.

To obtain the constant strain race relation, the above constitutive

equation is solved according to the condition

O

y - R " constant (9)

UF PO()R QUALITY
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to result in

_-Gx _<o (9)

° - (:_1_= o+. x [Z-oxp ] 0 < _ <_zuZc (:L0)

where _ is the elastic limit strain.

The _reep relation is obtained by usin8 a step loadin8

_(t) - x H(t) (Ii)o

where H(t) represents the unit step function end _o is the level of constant t
stress, with the iniClalcondition 1

T

o (12)y(t=o) = _-
o

to obtain

_o-8_(t) = t + o_ . (z3)
,i

In order to extract creep-rupture information from the 8tven model,

Crochetts delayed failure equation (Equation 4) is used. Equation (4) and

(5) can be applied to the shear condition by subtractin8 the elastic strain

Yo " _olGo (14) j

from the modelts creep equation (13) (which deuertbes viscoelasGlc strains),

to obtain X and substitutin8 into Equation (4) to result in

x(t) - A + S exp [-K(T(t)-O)t] . (15)

Equation (15) is the creop-_upture equation based on the modified Btnsham

model. Tt should be noted that the time-temperature superpositton principle

1883008441 -T$B02
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}
}

8 '!

can he uNe_ a.l,_nl_ with F,quation (15) _,,_mako le ue_£ttl at d_l_farant t:empeirat:uru .} ..
:

1ovals. Naturally. it: _a not expe_C=d chac the modif:lad 9inRhal, m_da_ will

ellnraeCer:l,ee all ava'l.lablt'_ adht_t,va,, On_ _an, howevar, uae ocher v_aeoelanCte

mod_l, _nd J_)llow the prance(lure daseribed _bovo re uharaeCerllo mo,C adh_,lvo,.

8_ma exampl,e, _t_ slteh appl.iuat:ton w_uld be t:he ,so of L_,ha_ie-Gold_mith model

by Saneaktar [5] Co ¢har,c_,ur:ll_ LARO-3 adhesive :to the bonded _orra and the

use o_ 8chapary'. _onllnear consticuclve equaClon [15] by Brlnson at el. [lti] ._

Co charac©urize SX_-_$ _,tberreln_orc_d polyester composlco.

If the race effects on adhesive behavior is determined to be _mak. Chcn

a nonllnear elastlc r_latlon can ba used to £1t the streas-stralnda_a. The

power _tm_t_on rolatlo, expressed i:orCho state oi_pure _hear lu the i_orml

_hero K and n are n_Cerial constants. Is proposed for _his purpose, i

'i
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EXPERI_qTALPItOC_URES

The processins of the Ce,C specimone bonded with_rmoplastic

Polylmldosu_ion_ has been described in deeall by St. Clalr [9]. Two ii

one-inch.(2.$4 ca) vide, 0.05 Inch (0,127 cm) thick titanium alloy i

scrips which are exact copies of each ocher are sand blasted with aluminum

oxide of 120 me_h. Th_sa duplicate scrips are then cc_Cad with poly (amide-

acid eulfone) which is formed by miminS 0.0569 Ibs (25.8 gms) of 3, 3',

4, 4' - Benzophenonetetracarboxylic diauhydride (BTDA) in a solution made

up of 0.0439 lbe (19.9 ps) of 3, 3' - diamtnodiphenylsulfoue (3, 3' - DDS)

in 0.$701 lbs (258.6 gms) of his (2-methoxyethyl) ether. Fifteen re:Chutes

of thermal CreaCmeuCs aC 212°F (lO0aC) and 392°F (200°C), respectively,

are applied to convert the amide-acid to the imide by removing the solvent.

The adhesive layers are then applied on to the adherend strips. A 0.004

inch (0.010 c_n) thick piece of woven glass cloth is inserted between the

strips to control the adhesive thickness. A pressure of 200 psi (1.38 MPa)

is applied and the specimen is heated at a rate of 9°F/min (SeC/min) up to

$72°F (300°C). The bonded specimen is then cooled and removed.

The adhesive, 1_4-73, is a modified epoxy adhesive film supplied with a

polyester knit fabric that offers optimumphyslcal properties, ZC is

manufactured by the American Cyanamid Company. Its product information

brochure reports a service tense of -67°F to 248oF (-SSoC to 120°C) with a

hish resistance to moisture.

The bondins procedure with FH 73 adhesive is described in detail

by its product information brochure [10]. The adherends are one-inch

(2.$4 cm) vide, 0.05 inch (0.127 cm) thick titanium alloy scrips. Patterns

o_ FM 73 adhesive film are cut and the adhesive's protective covering is

peeled off at room temperature. The adhesive film is applied smoothly

1983009441 -TSB04
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on the dupl:l,cat:e t:itanium scrips at: approximately 1100_ (43°C) t:o provide

additional _cking. Curing of the _oiut is done by firs_ heaeing it up _o

250"F (120"C) at a rate of approximately 6_F/miu (3.3°C/min), At the

temperature of 250°F (I20_C) a pressure of 40 ps_ 4276 kPa) is applied

for 60 minutes. The bonded specimen is then cooled and removed.

Specimen dimensions (width, length,of ove_,lap, and adherend thickness)

are in accordance with ASTM D1002 specifica_ons. The shear stress in the ..,

lap Joints is assumed to be uniform and is calculated by dividing the

load applied to the adherende by the overlap area. The mechanical testing

of the FM 73 and Polyimidesulfone-titanium specimens was performed at

Clarkson College of Technology by the methods described in the following

paragraphs. All test specimens were prepared at NASA-Langley Research

Center.

Geometrical Measurements

J

Precision measurement of bondllne thicknesses and bondl&ne le_gths were

done w_th the aid of a microscope under a magnlflcation of 40 X. Twenty- '!

five or twenty-six measurements of the bondline thickness and one 1

measurement of the bondline length were taken alor.g both ._idesof the !

overlap area. The average bondline thicknesses were used in calculating shea_ ,,_

strains which were defined as bondline deformation divided by the average 4

bondline thickness. Adherend width and thicknesses were measured with
'I

the aid of a Kanon Dial Caliper. i
I

A high precision, air cooled clip-on gage was used for shear strain

measurements. Two notches were milled 0.99 inches 42.51 cm) apart on the

overlap side of the single lap specimens so that the clip-on gage could be

attached in them (Fig. 1). The notches were 0.1 inch (0.254 cm) deep

and 0.01 inch (,0254 cm) wide. Stress concentrations due to the notches

m

1983009441 -TSB05
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$1qlZNGA2T_ _0

;

!

_ NO__ HACHZN_DONTO

Figure 1. Clip-on GaSe Attachment to the Sinsle Lap
Speciatn _or Adhe8ive Deformation Heasurement.
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12 ,!

in the adherend_ _ra os_imaCed to be negl_gible, Any adherend dz£oz_m_ion
r

chat accursed within the measuring r_nge of the clip-on _age was oalaulaced _nd

subtracted from the experimental data co obtain adhesive strains.

The slip-on gage was calibrated with a high magnification extensomecer

ca%ibracor, Load and strain charts were obtained from a three channel scrip

chart recorder. The output _.gae_ from the clip-on gage was amplified

through the Casting machine's internal amplifier system. All CeeC specimens

were scored ac approximately 70*_ (21oC) temperature and 65% relative

humidity.

t

Teacin2 Methods

For each adhesive, twenty four specimens wera provided by the NASA -

Langley _esaarch Center. Room temperature constant strain rata tests

were performed on a Tinius-OIsen Universal testing machine at crosshead

races of __ 0.0, 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 _n/min (__ 0.0, 0.254, 2.54, 12.7 and 25,4 cm/m£n).

In the creep to rupture tests, each adhesive was tested in creep at

least at four different stress levels above the elastic limit stress (found

from the room temperature constant stra_ rate tests) and at four different

temperature levels. The YM 73 adhesive creep tests were performed aC

temperature levels of 70°F (210C), 130e_ (54eC) and 1800F (820C). The

Polyim£deaulfone adhesive creep CaeCa were performed at temperatures of

70OF (21"C), 250"F (12IOC), 350oF (177eC) and 450°F (232°C),

The room temperature creep tests were performed on a Tinius-Olsan
t

Universal testing machine using its "load hold" system with an initial croashead

rate of 0.3 in/rain (0,76 ore/rain). The high temperature creep tests and constant

strain rate tests were performed with the use of an environmental oven which

was attached to a Model 1331 Inscron Servohydraulic testing machine.

Deformation and load signal outputs from the testing machine's amplifier were

channelled to a PDP-11 computer for processing of the data.

........ • ....... .. .
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RESULTS_TD DISCUSSION *

Constant 8cr_iu race+ creep and creep rupture daC_ for adhesive_ FH 73

and Polyimidesulfone wilZ be presented in this chapter, DaC_ on FM 73 will

be discussed £_cst.

Figure 2 shows the constant strain race shear stress-strain behavior

o£ FM 73 adhesive. Apparently, the 500 times increase in the shear strain

rate, did not result in a drastic J._tcrease in the ultimate shear stress.

The presence of perfectly plastic flow at the low s_rain rate, however,

suggests that the modified Bingha_ _odel can be used to describe the

constant strain rate stress-strain behavior of tq4 73 adhesive.

Comparison of cheery (modified Binsham model) and experiment shows toad
O

agreement (Fig. 2). The constants (namely e, _, y and G) use¢_ in fitting

the modified Bingham model to the experimental data are also shown in Figure 2.

The variation of ult_Jnate shear stress with initial elastic shear strain

,!race for FM 73 adhesive is shown in Figure 3. Apparently a 500 times increase

in the strainraC" (fr°m 7"33 xl0"l t° 3'63x 102 Z/set) results in :,'1

"12Z increase in the ultimate shear stress. Figure 3 also reveals that

Ludw£kes equation (Equation 1) provides a good fiC Co the experimental

data, Figure 4 shows the variation of max_aum shear strain trlCh initial

elastic sbJutc strain race. As expected from viscoelastic materials, the

maximum strain decreases with an increase in strain race. The data indicates

a -0.1 in/in (O.1 cm/cm) decrease in maximum shear strain values over a 500
t

times increase in strain rate. An empirical equation used to represent

the data is also shown in Figure 4.

The effects of temperature on the constant strain race stress-strain

behavior of FM 73 is shown in Figure 5. The ulttmate shear stress is "§3Z

lower at 180OF (82_C) condition; and it is -87Z lower at 250°F (121°C)

conditioq. The maximum shear strain is increased by about twofold (from

$5Z) at elevated temperatures.

• w
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_¢l_=e 6 shows the reals t:smperat:ura creep behavior of _ 73 adhesive.

A sudden plaatic f_law to failure i_ evident: in f:he t:art_iar7 regiaus el:

highs1: leve].u aJ_ fll:reae_. Creep re,pause ol_ t_[ 73 at: 130"]T (54"C) and 180"]_

(82"{_) cond£Clolc_n-,ca ahor,'_ in _lgure_ 7 and 8 resp@at:ivaly. Apparently

htshor love1, of ,hoar al:raJ.nu are raaahed ac comparal:tvaly lower levels

o£ shear stresses, as the environa_ancal temperature £a _.ncroased. The

sudden plastic flow Co fa'tlu_c observed with room temperature creep (Fi8, 6)

is not evident at elevated temperatures.

Figure 9 shows Qompa_ison of experimental data with Zhurkovts creep

rupture relation (Equation 3). Data and theory show seed agreement at

elevated temperatures. The room temperature da_a, however_ does lnoc show

asreemeut with the theory. The constants u and Y used to fit Zhurkov*so

equation to the elevated temperature creep rupture data is also shown

in Fiaure 9.

Comparison of the creep rupture data with Crochetts equation (Equation

6) is shown in Figure 10 alons with the appropriate constants used to fit

the data. Evidently theory provides a seed fir Co the experimental data.

Figure 11 shows variation of the maximum - or safe - level of creep stress

valu-.s(belowwhich creep failures are not expected to occur) wlCh environmental

temperature. The maximum creep stress Values represent the asymptotic stress

levels (i.e. material constants A in Fisure 10) obtained w_ch the ap_liceCion

of CrocheC_s equation. Apparently the _elation between the asymptotic stress

level and temperature is a linear one, for the range shown.

Experimental results revealed that Therm_plastic Polyimidesulfone

exhibits weak ra_e and time dependence. Because of this reason, the observed

mechanical behavior of Polylmldesulfonecan be considered to be closely

(nonlinear) elastic. The relatively high levels of maxi,n,n shear strain

• - " " " . -,.mJ
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and the adhesivets resistance to eraep are character±sole of lln_ar
m

Cha_plasClc_. Fisure 12 mhows the typical shear atress-sCraln diag_m ..

._ for the n_aterlal in the lap shear mode. In thla case the stress-straln ,

." diagr_m_ obta_ed w_th initial elastic ,traln rates of 24.6_/sec and 0.26Z/set '

ere almost coincldenta.1. As can be seen in ¥1gure 12, the po_r function ' r' "

reXacion (Equation t6) provide_ a good fit to the experimental data with _

the use of material constants shown. Rate dependence of maximum shear stresses

is shown in tP_sure 13. An increase of only "8X in scrensCh is observed when

the strain rute is increosed -100 times from 0.26Z/set to 24.6Z/set. It is

evident in the sam fisure that such variation is well within the scarcer "

band which would occur due to inh6rent flaws and/or variations in the ',

cure process. Ludwtk's equation fitted to the experimental data is also

shown in Figure 13. The variaCion of maximum lap shear strains wlth respect

to initial elastlc shear strain rates is shown in Figure 14. Apparently

scatter is more likely wlth the maximum straln values in comparison to the

behavior of maximum stresses. The overall averase of the data, however,
b

sugsests a relatively constant value of maximum shear strain over a wide

range of strain rates. An empirical equation fitted to describe the

experimental data is also shown in ¥iEure, 14.

The effects of temperature on the constant strain rate stress-strain

behavior of Polyimideettlfone is shown in FiSure 15. The ultimate shear

stresses at 2500F (121°C) and 3500F (177°C) conditions are -22Z less than

the ultimate stress at 700F (21"C) condition. Even thoueh the ma_itud_s

of ultimate shear stresses are approximately the same, the 350"F (1'77"C)

condition results in a maximum shear strain level which is 0.147 in/in

hi_her i: _asnitude than chat obt_ined at 250°F (121°C) condition. At

450°F + (232oC), we observe a -_4_ drop in the ultimate stress and 0.1_+7

in/in reduction in the maximum shear strain. We should note that, exc]udins

the 350OF (177°C) condition, a decrease in the levels of maximum shear

1983009441 -TSC06
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m_r,lu_ i, observed a,a _he env_om, en_al _en_era_u_e J.a_n_samad. The

author, ac_rihu_e ,u_h rodu_cion _n ch_ level of magnum nh,a_ n_ralu "

Co a ch_us@ _u _he failur_ ,_haui_ (possibly from adhesive maC_-z

Co adhesive - fiber and/or adh, siVe - adherend inCar:_acial).

FtSure 16 shows ross Ceaperacure croep ro.ponsa o_ Poly:tsidesul£one.

Apparently, creep occur8 at r_tatively hish levels of stress. The _ounC

of creep strain, however, is quite small for a pol_r£c mCerial,

especially in the primary end seeondery creep resions. Secondary creep

races are much lower than those for adhesives _rAChcomparable strensth values.

The presence of a tertiary creep relr£on is evidenc. The scatter in the

strain values which was obse_ed in YiSUre 14 is also present in FiSure

16. Evidently the level of initial strain (7o) reached for a Siven level

of stress is what conCrols the encomia 8 creep procesn (compare _reep

- 3273 psi- 22.6 MPa mad T - 3351 psi- 23MPa). Suchbehavior at _o o

8caCCar in strain levels 8ussests che presence of different failure

mechau_mns and is likely Co occur with the presence of carrier cloth.

FtSu_es 170 18 and 19 show creep behavior of Polyimidesulfone at elevated

Cemperacures. The co-,non behavior obse_d is a general decrease in the

levels of shear strains ac failure when Che environmental Cemperacure

is increased. Particularly, ac _$O°Y (232°C) condition an almost constant

level of creep strain to failure is evident. The reasons for decrease in

the levels of msximmn strain w_th iu_EeasinK temperaCure can be

deduced when one examines the pear-failure surfaces of the specimens

(FiS. 20). The extent of interracial 8eparation_ especially adhesive-.

edherend (and also adhes_ve-fiber) separa_ion _ncreaees w_Ch an _ncrease

in Che environmental CemperaCure. The sradual darkeninK of the posC-

_ailure overlap areas with increasinK temperatures (in Fibre 20) is an

] 98300944 ] -TSC ] ]
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ind_.cal::tonof adhesive matr_ layers which 1_ve separated from the !_i

adherend and/or the carrier cloth, i)

Figure 21 shows comparison of experimental data vr£th Zhurkov's

creep mpcure relation (Equatio_ 3). Apparently, Zhurkov_s equation

does not provide a good fit to the experimental data. The discrepancy

between the theory and data becomes greater at room temperature end

also at 450°_ (232°C) cond_tions. Co_arison of the creep rupture data

with Crochet*s equation (Equation 6) is shown in Fisure 22 along with the /

appropriate constants used to fit the data. The authors believe that

Crochet's equation provides a better fit to the experlmental data In

comparison to Zhurk_*s equation. Figure 23 shows variation of the

_axlmum - or safe - level of creep stress values (i.e. material constants

A in Figure 22) with environmental temperature. Experimental results

indicate s sharp decrease in the level of maximum creep stress for

temperatures above 350°F (177°C).
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Pi_,Ire 23. Variation of Max_um (safe) Creep Stress w£ch
Env!ronmeutal Temperature for Thermoplastic

Poly_ntdesulfone Adhesive.
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CONCLUSIONS

The amount of data available at this erase of the investisatlon does

,. not permit any conclusive assessment of the proposed characterization

;" method. The authors hope, however, that as more adhesiSes are tested, a

i
practical method will e_erge to enable mateEial charactarizatio_t of

ii_ struQtural adhesives in the bonded form.

Based on the data from the two adhesives tested, the following

,_ (preliminary) conclusions can be drawn_

_ .It is possible to describe the constant strain rate shear stress-
L

strain behavior of structural adhesives in the bonded form b7 us_E

I
viscoelastic or nonlinear elastic relations.

•Ludwik's equation provides an adequate description of the rate

dependent adhesive ultimate shear stresses,

•Crochet's equation provides a better description of the temperature

" dependent creep rupture data in comparison to Zhu_kov's equation.
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